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Coastal waters near urban areas are exposed to sewer systems overflows. These overflows
cause episodes of short term water contamination which may affect the quality of bathing
waters. The legal framework regarding bathing water quality has changed since the
introduction of the new European Bathing Water Directive (BWD), which enforces “active
management” of water quality instead of simple “monitoring”. It is important to note that
short term contamination has a relevant role in this Directive.
20 years ago the city of Barcelona created CLABSA to implement a new way of managing
its sewer system based on precisely planned works and active real time control (RTC) and
operation of all infrastructures. 11 storage tanks have been built to date with a capacity of
401.300 m3 (22 more are planned for a total capacity of over 1.000.000 m3) which are used
to effectively regulate the flows in the system, improving the actual capacity of the
network and the WWTPs, reducing inundation events and the overflows to the receiving
waters. It is estimated that a 30% reduction in overflow volume has been achieved.
CLABSA has taken advantage of its experience managing Barcelona’s sewer network to
implement active management procedures during short term contamination episodes to
answer the requirements of the new BWD. Proper management of these episodes for their
detection, correction and information to the public, requires an effective RTC system and
coordination of all involved agents. This coordination has been established through a
dedicated protocol signed by seven different organizations, from administration to private
companies. In the most critical levels of the protocol it activates the Municipal Emergency
Plan for Accidental Marine Contamination which is now mandatory in all coastal cities in
the Catalunya Region.
The protocol gets activated with the detection of an overflow, which can be observed with
RTC sensors, aerial images or direct observation of beach personnel. Immediately after a
validation process is conducted. If confirmed, the sanitary-environmental management is
activated, evaluating the affection to the bathing waters quality and, if necessary taking
informative measures to protect the bathers. The protocol establishes the different
responsibilities so that the responsible organization analyzes the episode and takes the
necessary correction measures to reduce the impact of the overflow. The procedure is
structured around the definition of alert levels, from zero to five, which characterize the
seriousness of the event as the knowledge about it develops.
With respect to the impact of the sewer overflows, the technological tool COWAMA
(COastal WAter MAnagement) is used. COWAMA is a decision making aid tool which
uses integrated modelling (sewer and marine models) fed with real time data from
controlled sensors and meteorological model predictions, to provide forecast of bathing
water quality with a forecast horizon of up to 48 hr.
An integrated information system is used to inform the general public and the beach
managers with different levels of information. Information is supplied through dedicated
beach electronic panels and the internet, with a private access web for beach managers and
a general public beach information web linked to the town hall web site.

